We report interferometric measurements of [Nii] 205 µm fine-structure line emission from a representative sample of three galaxies at z = 5-6 using the Atacama Large (sub)Millimeter Array (ALMA). These galaxies were previously detected in [Cii] and far-infrared continuum emission and span almost two orders of magnitude in star formation rate (SFR). Our results show at least two different regimes of ionized inter-stellar medium properties for galaxies in the first billion years of cosmic time, separated by their
INTRODUCTION
The first billion years after the Big Bang is a crucial epoch for understanding galaxy evolution because we can directly witness the initial stages of galaxy assembly. In contrast to present day, most galaxies at these epochs are thought to have only formed a small fraction of their final stellar mass, to be accreting pristine gas very actively from the cosmic web, to have low metal abundances, and to have been affected in their star formation properties by the pristine quality of the inter-stellar medium (ISM) (e.g., Bolton & Haehnelt 2007; Pawlik et al. 2009; Lacey et al. 2010; Choi & Nagamine 2010; Ryan-Weber et al. 2009; Becker et al. 2009; Simcoe 2006) . Investigating the ISM and its relationship to star formation during the first billion years of cosmic time is a promising test bed for galaxy formation models (e.g., Dekel et al. 2009a Dekel et al. ,b, 2013 , complementing studies of the peak epoch of galaxy assembly (z ∼ 2-3; e.g., Shapley 2011; Casey et al. 2014 ).
To faithfully model the interplay of the physical processes at the root of galaxy assembly and evolution we need observations of accurate diagnostics of the different physical phases of the gas. While luminous starbursting galaxies like submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) and quasar hosts have been targeted for more than a decade † rp462@cornell.edu at z > 5 (e.g., Maiolino et al. 2005; Walter et al. 2009; Riechers et al. 2013 ; see for a review), we are only now reaching the capability of investigating the ISM in "normal" star-forming galaxies that are more representative of the general galaxy population at these epochs, in particular Lyman-break galaxies (LBGs; Riechers et al. 2014, hereafter R14; Capak et al. 2015, hereafter C15; Willott et al. 2015) . CO excitation ladders have become a routine tool to investigate the physical conditions in molecular gas for starbursts (e.g., Riechers et al. 2010a Riechers et al. , 2011 Riechers et al. , 2013 Weiß et al. 2005; Scott et al. 2011) ; however, the prospects for detection in normal galaxies at z > 5 are not clear due to metallicity effects (Tan et al. 2013, R14) . In fact, CO detections of LBGs to date, even exploiting strong lensing, have been limited to z 3 (e.g., Baker et al. 2004; Coppin et al. 2007; Riechers et al. 2010b; Saintonge et al. 2013) .
Submillimeter fine-structure lines of the most abundant atomic metal species (mainly C, N, O) and their ions offer a unique angle and an unobscured view of the ISM properties and conditions for star formation that is accessible to ALMA at high redshift. The far-infrared (FIR) cooling lines, less affected by dust attenuation than optical lines, are powerful probes of the star formation activity, linking them directly to the surrounding medium from which stars are born. Different lines, better in combination, can be used as diagnostics of the far-ultraviolet (FUV) flux, gas density, temperature, and filling factor of the photon-dominated regions (PDRs) and ionized regions (e.g., Tielens & Hollenbach 1985; Wolfire et al. 1990 ; Kaufman et al. 2006) . Recent surveys with the Herschel Space Observatory provide the context for high redshift studies by giving benchmark sets of local galaxies, for which almost complete suites of FIR lines yield solid constraints and allow detailed ISM modeling (e.g., Rosenberg et al. 2015; Cormier et al. 2015; De Looze et al. 2014; Spinoglio et al. 2015; Kamenetzky et al. 2016) .
The ionization potential of nitrogen (14.5 eV) is greater than that of hydrogen, therefore the singly ionized nitrogen lines, [Nii] , probe the effect of UV photons emitted by massive young stars. Since N + is only present in the ionized medium it is a tracer of the extended low density envelope of Hii regions, the ionized surfaces of dense atomic and molecular clouds and the warm ionized medium (WIM). Goldsmith et al. (2015) find that the dominant source of [Nii] emission in the Milky Way is not the WIM, because the electron density they measure from [Nii] fine-structure line ratios is two orders of magnitude higher than what is expected in the Galactic diffuse medium, but it is expected that different types of galaxies, at different ages, will differ significantly in their ISM phase structure.
The high brightness of the [Cii] 158 µm line makes it an ideal target at high redshift, where it allows dynamical studies and a probe into the ISM properties and star formation. However, [Cii] can originate from a range of gas phases and the line luminosity alone gives no direct information on its origin. In fact, low-z observations have shown that while most of the [Cii] luminosity comes from the atomic PDRs and diffuse cold neutral medium (CNM), significant fractions also come from ionized gas regions and CO-dark molecular clouds (Pineda et al. 2013) . Oberst et al. (2006 Oberst et al. ( , 2011 suggested that the [Nii] 205 µm line could be used in conjunction with [Cii] 158 µm to separate the ionized from neutral fraction of the ISM, because the latter is emitted by both weakly ionized and atomic gas. The transition critical densities of these two lines in ionized gas are very similar, implying that the line ratio for the ionized medium is nearly constant (∼ 3-4, Oberst et al. 2006 ) and set by the relative carbon to nitrogen abundance, making [Nii] a tracer of the ionized fraction of [Cii]-emitting gas. Langer et al. (2016) combined [Nii] and [Cii] Galactic observations to determine the fraction of ionized gas contributing to the [Cii] emission in the Milky Way for many lines of sight, finding this to vary mostly between 0.5 and 0.8 (corresponding to [Cii]/[Nii] ratios ∼4-10), where the Galactic center line of sights have the smallest ionized fraction, probably due to higher gas densities.
The [Nii] 205 µm line is the tool of choice to characterize the low-density ionized ISM at high redshift.
Thus, we here use ALMA to measure the [Nii] properties of a sample spanning the variety of star-forming activity known at z = 5-6: a hyper-luminous nuclear starburst (AzTEC-3; SFR ∼ 1100 M yr −1 ), a dusty, high star formation rate LBG (HZ10; SFR ∼ 170 M yr −1 ) and a typical, less star-forming LBG (LBG-1; SFR ∼ 10 − 30 M yr −1 ). These last two galaxies are near L * UV for LBGs at z = 5-6, and can be considered "typical" because they are consistent with the current constraints on the star-forming main sequence of galaxies at these redshifts (e.g., Speagle et al. 2014 ). All galaxies were previously detected in [Cii] with ALMA (R14; C15).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the ALMA observations of the [Nii] and [Cii] lines utilized in this study. Our results are presented in Section 3, and in Section 4 we describe the Hii and PDR models we have utilized to assist our interpretation. In Section 5, we present our interpretation for each galaxy in our sample. We close with a discussion of the impact of our findings and of this kind of FIR line studies in the first giga-year of cosmic time in Section 6. In this work we assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology with H 0 =70 km s 3 P 1 → 3 P 0 ) transition line (ν rest =1461.131 GHz, redshifted to ∼220-230 GHz at z ∼ 5.3-5.7), using ALMA in Band 6 (see Table 1 for details). Observations were carried out in Cycle 3, with 32-47 usable 12 m antennae under good weather conditions at 1.3 mm (precipitable water vapor columns of 2.8 mm for AzTEC-3, 1.1 mm for HZ10 and 1.6-1.8 mm for LBG-1) for 4 tracks between 2015 December 16 and 2016 January 14, using 3 tracks in a compact configuration (max. baseline ∼ 300 m) and one track on LBG-1 in transition from an extended to a compact configuration (min. baseline 15 m, max. baseline 6 km; two additional tracks were discarded due to poor data quality because of weather). These observations resulted in total on-source times of 25 min for AzTEC-3, 50 min for HZ10 and 64 min for LBG-1, with standard calibration overheads.
The nearby radio quasar J0948+0022 was observed regularly for amplitude and phase gain calibration, J1058+0133 and J0854+2006 were observed for bandpass and flux calibration, and Ganymede was also used for flux calibration of two tracks. We estimate the overall accuracy of the flux calibration to be within ∼ 10%.
For each target the correlator was set up to cover two spectral windows of 1.875 GHz bandwidth each at 3.9 MHz (∼ 5 km s −1 ) resolution (dual polarization) in each sideband. The [Nii] line was centered in one of the spectral windows, in the upper sideband for AzTEC-3 and LBG-1 (also covering the CO(J=12→11) line in the lower sideband) and in the lower sideband for HZ10, and the other three spectral windows were placed to provide contiguous coverage of the continuum emission within the available bandwidth.
The Common Astronomy Software Application (CASA) version 4.5 was used for data reduction and analysis. All images and mosaics were produced with the CLEAN algorithm, using natural weighting for maximal sensitivity. We also apply an outer taper of 300 kλ to the LBG-1 observations that included unwanted long baselines (> 300 m).
AzTEC-3 and LBG-1 are separated by only 15 , so their individual pointings were imaged both separately and together in a mosaic. This significantly improves our sensitivity for AzTEC-3 (primary beam correction factor of ∼0.7 in the mosaic), due to the longer on-source time of the LBG-1 pointing. We therefore extracted the AzTEC-3 line and continuum fluxes from the mosaic, while LBG-1 was analyzed in the single pointing, after confirming that the results were equivalent in both cases.
The mosaic has a synthesized beam size of 1. The ALMA data targeting the [Cii] lines for our sample galaxies have previously been presented by R14 for the Cycle-0 observations of AzTEC-3 and LBG-1, and by C15 for the Cycle-1 observations of HZ10 and LBG-1 (referred to as HZ6 by C15). The Cycle-1 observations were taken on 2013 November 15-16 in band 7 as part of a larger project; we here provide a brief description of the data that we have re-analyzed from C15. The HZ10 pointing resulted in 56 min on source with 25 usable antennae. Ganymede was observed as flux calibrator, J0538-4405 was observed as bandpass calibrator, and J1058+0133 was observed as amplitude/phase gain calibrator. The LBG-1 (HZ6) data taken in Cycle-1 resulted in 42 min on source with 29 antennae. Pallas was observed as flux calibrator, and the bandpass and gain calibrators were the same as for the HZ10 observations. In both cases the correlator was set up to target the expected frequency of the [Cii] line and to provide continuous coverage of the continuum emission in adjacent spectral windows with channels of 15.6 MHz in Time Division Mode (TDM).
We have re-calibrated these archival data and the Cycle-0 data described by R14 using the scripted pipelines on the archive after appropriately modifying them to be executed with CASA 4.5 and using the updated flux calibration tables from Butler-JPL-Horizons 2012 for Solar System objects. This modification lowers the fluxes of the Cycle-0 data compared to R14 by ∼ 15% − 20% because of a corresponding lowering of the assumed flux of Callisto compared to Butler-JPLHorizons 2010. We have furthermore modified the default flags at the edges of the spectral windows that cover the [Cii] line in HZ10, to only flag two channels per window. This is sufficient because the bandpass calibration shows a sharp drop-off, and by imaging both spectral windows we recover the full line emission.
We have produced image cubes and continuum maps using the CLEAN task with natural weighting in CASA 4.5. LBG-1 was imaged by mosaicking Cycle-0 and Cycle-1 data as part of the CLEAN process. AzTEC-3 was imaged separately using the Cycle-0 data for the single pointing close to the source, after checking that mosaicking the second pointing (centered near LBG-1) does not significantly alter the results due to the high signal-to-noise ratio of the continuum and line detection in this source.
RESULTS
3.1. The massive dusty starburst AzTEC-3 We detect the [Nii] line (Table 1) in AzTEC-3 at 5σ confidence in the mosaic of the AzTEC-3 pointing and the LBG-1 pointing (the significance is 3.5σ in the AzTEC-3 data alone). The integrated line map (Fig. 1) shows tentative evidence (∼ 3σ) for extended structure in the [Nii] emission, over a scale of (2.8 ±1.0 )×(0.7 ± 0.6 ) P.A. 15 degrees (deconvolved).
Because of the moderate signal-to-noise ratio and consequently poorly constrained spatial extent of the emission we extract the [Nii] line spectrum using an aperture of 1.5 × 1.3 , which is fitted to the size of the [Cii] emission convolved with the [Nii] beam. This yields a line peak flux in the spectrum of (0.65 ± 0.14) mJy.
1 The flux measured through 2D-Gaussian fitting in the integrated line map would result in [Nii] line flux which is ∼25% higher, compatible with our measurement to within ∼ 1σ. However, given the significance of the detection of only ∼ 5σ, the spatial size of the Gaussian fit is highly uncertain. This leads us to adopt the [Cii]-based aperture flux in the following.
The measured width of the [Nii] line profile appears ∼ 60%±40% greater than [Cii] , which could be indicative of a different origin for the gas traced by [Nii] The [Cii] emission is spatially resolved and shows a smooth velocity gradient suggestive of a disk, with deconvolved size of (0.80 ± 0.07 ) × (0.42 ± 0.06 ). The [Nii] emission also appears to be extended with a marginally larger size of (1.9 ± 0.9 ) × (0.6 ± 0.7 ), and it appears to be associated with only one part of the [Cii] emitting region (offset ∼ 0.8 ± 0.3 ). Our sensitive data on LBG-1 only resulted in a tentative (2σ) detection of the [Nii] line at (0.2 ± 0.1) mJy peak flux. The emission appears unresolved and its position and velocity width are compatible with that of the [Cii] line within the uncertainties. The single-pixel flux we extract at the peak of the integrated line map is compatible with the aperture flux, within the significant uncertainties. There is tentative evidence for a slight velocity redshift of the [Nii] line with respect to the [Cii] by (120 ± 40) km s −1 .
2 Although the moderate signalto-noise does not allow us to conclusively establish this offset, it appears to be reminiscent of our findings in HZ10. The extremely low value of the [Nii] luminosity constrains the ratio of [Cii] to [Nii] line luminosities to be ∼ 68 +200 −28 , which may indicate ISM properties never seen before at high redshift.
Continuum measurements
We extract continuum fluxes and sizes from 2D-Gaussian fitting or aperture fluxes for each source both in the archival 158 µm and our new 205 µm data. All the sources are detected with moderate to high significance. Table 2 presents the results of the flux measurements in the two separate sidebands, where the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficient.
In order to measure the far-infrared luminosity, we explore the parameter space of modified black-body models with a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) routine to fit the continuum measurements for the LBGs (HZ10 and LBG-1) whose FIR SED shapes were previously unconstrained.
3 The FIR luminosity implied by our fits is strongly dependent on the assumed dust temperature, which is poorly constrained by our measurements; since the dust emissivity index β and the dust temperature are degenerate on the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the dust emission. We assume optically thin FIR emission and impose weak Gaussian priors on the dust temperature (30±20 K) and β (1.7 ± 0.5) based on the SEDs of local dwarf galaxies (Remy-Ruyer et al. 2013 ) and compatible with Milky Way values, to obtain dust temperatures of 33 +12 −8 K for HZ10 and 38 +16 −13 K for LBG-1. The resulting FIR luminosities (between 42.5 and 122.5 µm) implied by the fits are 6.5
11 L for HZ10 and 1.8
11 L for LBG-1, compatible with previous estimates (C15). If we relax the prior on the dust temperature to a uniform prior between 10-100 K, we obtain 36 +25 −10 K for HZ10 and 3 The FIR SED of AzTEC-3 was already constrained by numerous previous studies and is not significantly improved by the current measurement.
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−27 K for LBG-1, respectively, showing that the dust temperature is significantly uncertain given current constraints, and potentially allowing for higher FIR luminosity, if the dust temperature were higher than expected. In fact, the remaining uncertainty on the upper end of the dust temperature probability distribution, and thus the FIR luminosity, implies that "normal" systems like LBG-1 may have higher than previously estimated FIR luminosity (C15), and thus may remain consistent with the SMC IRX-β UV relation between the infrared and ultraviolet luminosity ratio and the ultraviolet continuum slope discussed in C15, despite apparently falling below when "average" dust temperatures are assumed. 
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)=1 log n(cm line luminosities for a grid of Hii region+PDR models. The age of the starburst (1 and 10 Myr, solid and dashed lines) determines the mass of the most massive Main-Sequence star still present and affecting the hardness of the radiation field. The main difference between the different age tracks is that the 1 Myr starburst produces a significant N ++ region, while the 10 Myr starburst does not. The density range (from 10 cm −3 to 1000 cm −3 ) covers diffuse ionized gas to ultra-compact Hii regions. The substantial uncertainty on the intensity of the radiation field at high redshift, in very different environments, is captured by the broad range of ionization parameter (U) considered, along the abscissa. Of particular note are the strong density effect (high density implies higher line ratio) and the slight rise of the ratio for hard radiation and high intensities due to further ionization of N + to N ++ .
CLOUDY MODELING OF THE [CII]/[NII] RATIO
In order to aid the interpretation of our observations we have run a grid of Cloudy models using version 13.03 (Ferland et al. 2013) . We simulate constant pressure clouds with spherical geometry (although the inner radius of 3 kpc that we adopt implies the Hii region and PDR are close to the plane-parallel regime), extending up to A V =10 to include both Hii regions and PDRs. The input spectrum is taken from Starburst99 models (Leitherer et al. 1999) with Geneva stellar tracks (Meynet et al. 1994), default parameters for solar metallicity stellar atmospheres and a burst of star formation in order to use the age of the starburst as a proxy for hardness of the radiation field. We also explore the effect of low stellar metallicity tracks (Z = 0.001, i.e. ∼ 0.07 Z ) on our results but find little difference for the main quantities of interest. We adopt all gas element abundances for solar metallicity from Nagao et al. (2011) and include Orion-like dust and magnetic fields (intensity of 10 −5 G at the inner edge, as appropriate for the Orion nebula according to the Cloudy documentation). We fix the cloud inner edge gas density and ionization parameter (U) for starburst ages of 1 Myr and 10 Myr, and vary both parameters in a grid. Figure 3 shows the integrated line luminosities predicted by our Cloudy simulations from large, single clouds illuminated by a central starburst. While the precise values are model-dependent and should not be directly compared to the measured values (and depend on the precise carbon to nitrogen abundance ratio and gas density structure) we examine the main trends to gain insight into the major factors affecting the [Cii]/[Nii] line luminosity ratio.
The main trend is a clear density dependence, with higher density (for a fixed ionization parameter, U) corresponding to higher L [CII] /L [NII] . Although this effect does not appear straightforward to interpret, we suggest some elements that are likely to play a role. The effect that we see in these models is probably partly caused by a saturation of the [Nii] total emission with increasing density, i.e., a lack of substantial increase due to the low critical density (∼ 100 cm −3 ) of the [Nii] transition. At the same time the Cloudy models show a steady increase of the [Cii] emission from the PDR with the simultane-ous increase in density and radiation field (an increase in density at constant U implies a proportional increase of the input stellar flux). The gas density in the PDR is higher than in the Hii region but not as high as one might expect from simple gas pressure balance; this is due to the magnetic pressure becoming important in the PDR for some of the low and intermediate density models. As a consequence the density in the PDR approaches the [Cii] critical density for neutral gas from below and only crosses it for the high density models, with [Cii] saturating at higher Hii gas densities than naively expected. Thus, the increase of the gas density in the PDR, together with the increase in far-UV flux (G 0 ) due to keeping U constant, implies stronger PDR [Cii] We have also run equivalent Cloudy simulations with stellar radiation input produced by the lowest available stellar metallicity Geneva tracks to investigate the approximate effect of a young stellar population, as expected at high redshift. The effects on the line ratio of interest do not significantly affect our interpretation ( 50%). However it is possible that an inclusion of more realistic stellar population models, e.g., accounting for stellar binary effects which could produce higher effective stellar temperatures, may have a greater impact, and requires further investigation. We have not attempted changing the gas-phase metallicity because this would further complicate the interpretation of the model results (e.g., given the uncertainty in the effect of metallicity on the carbon-to-nitrogen ratio). It is also possible that the structure of the ISM might be significantly altered by radically different stellar populations and starforming conditions, which would therefore require changing the standard geometry of Hii regions around recently formed stars, surrounded by atomic PDR gas, assumed here, which could systematically change the model results. For example, Vallini et al. (2016) explore the effect on FIR emission lines of time-dependent cloud photoevaporation, and suggest that equilibrium models might be systematically incorrect.
ANALYSIS OF THE INDIVIDUAL SOURCES
5.1. AzTEC-3 AzTEC-3 is one of the most intensely star-forming starbursts known at z > 5 (not amplified by gravitational lensing). It is centrally located in one of the earliest galaxy proto-clusters known (showing an 11-fold over-density of LBGs and color-selected galaxies within 2 Mpc, suggesting a halo mass > 4 × 10 11 M ; Capak et al. 2011) and is known to be compact and dusty (Riechers et al. 2010a (Riechers et al. , 2014 
−5 , which is very low compared to local (U)LIRGs (Zhao et al. 2016 ).
4 Lu et al. (2015) and Zhao et al. (2013) argue that low values of [Nii] luminosity to FIR emission correlate with warm dust in local galaxy samples. This is consistent with the intense radiation field and high dust temperature already found by SED modeling of AzTEC-3 (R14).
The [Nii]/FIR deficit can be interpreted as the product of two effects which can be studied in isolation: the [Cii]/[Nii] ratio, which is dependent on the relation between ionized and neutral gas; and the [Cii]/FIR ratio, which characterizes the gas heating efficiency. The latter was discussed by R14, where it was interpreted as analogous to the deficit found in local ULIRGs (e.g., Luhman et al. 1998 Luhman et al. , 2003 . On the other hand, the [Nii] line in AzTEC-3 also appears marginally fainter compared to [Cii] than observed in local (U)LIRGs (Farrah et al. 2013; Kamenetzky et al. 2016; Rosenberg et al. 2015; Diaz-Santos et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2016 ) and in other high redshift SMGs (Decarli et al. 2014 5 ; Bethermin et al. 2016) , for which typical sample averages of L [CII] /L [NII] are in the range ∼ 10 − 20. In addition, the measured
ratio of 22 ± 8 might be underestimated due to optical depth effects. R14 found that dust extinction might significantly affect the [Cii] flux (we estimate a factor of ∼ 1.6 in the line ratio, based on the global SED-modeling parameters from R14) and could obstruct the view to the innermost, densest regions.
On the other hand, if we qualitatively extrapolate the correlation between star-formation rate surface density and ionized gas density and ionization parameter found by Herrera-Camus et al. (2016) in local galaxies, we are led to expect gas densities ∼ 1000 cm −3 in the Hii regions in the central part of AzTEC-3, far above the [Nii] 205 µm critical density of 100 cm −3 . Based on our Cloudy simulations such high gas densities in the Hii regions would produce a [Cii]/[Nii] ratio almost an order of magnitude higher than observed (Fig. 3) . The finding of a "normal" ratio of 20-40 is therefore surprising and needs to be interpreted carefully. Röllig et al. (2016) found a [Cii]/[Nii] luminosity ratio of 12 in the central regions of IC 342, a normal local star-forming galaxy, similar to our own Milky Way, suggesting that a majority of the [Cii] emission originates in ionized gas. However, Lu et al. (2015) find a positive correlation between the [Cii]/[Nii] ratio and bluer FIRcolor in local galaxies. Based on the expectation that FIR-color correlates both with ionization parameter and with ionized gas density (Herrera-Camus et al. 2016), we interpret this trend as predominantly a density effect, reducing the importance of the ionized gas component of [Cii] emission in hotter, denser starbursts.
Why does the trend to higher [Cii]/[Nii] ratios not extend to high redshift SMGs, and especially AzTEC-3 with its extreme density compared to local ULIRGs? It is possible that the tentatively detected low-level, extended emission, if real, might indicate a warm ionized component that is more extended and diffuse than the denser star-forming, FIR and [Cii]-emitting central region. This may also indicate a gas flow either in the process of being ejected or accreting onto the central galaxy. Furthermore, the tentative evidence for a broader [Nii] line than [Cii] , (660 and 410 km s −1 respectively) could be indicative of higher dynamical mass enclosed within the [Nii]-tracing gas versus the neutral star-forming medium or it could be associated with the systemic velocity in a potential ionized gas flow.
This tentative evidence for non-nuclear emission may suggest that, in contrast to local starbursts, the hard and intense radiation field of AzTEC-3 might ionize a dominant large diffuse component of the ISM, outside the dense, molecular star-forming core. The lower density of this component, perhaps comparable to the critical density of [Nii] , would imply that this gas would dominate the emission over the gas directly surrounding the current star-formation. Higher signal-to-noise observations are necessary to further investigate this possibility.
The slightly elevated [Cii]/[Nii] ratio in AzTEC-3, compared to other high-z SMGs, is unlikely to be due to gas-phase metallicity alone since this source is very dusty (M d = 2.7×10 8 M ; R14). The low dynamical mass also puts an upper limit on α CO < 1.3 M (K km s −1 pc 2 ) −1 (R14), which is incompatible with expectations for lowmetallicity gas (Bolatto et al. 2013) . If the [Nii] emission is indeed extended at very faint levels, perhaps over a scale up to ∼ 15 kpc, our results may be suggestive of ionized gas flows, either ejected from the hyper-starburst activity or funneling gas into the core of the dense proto-cluster associated with AzTEC-3, fueling the extreme star-formation. The strong OH molecular emission feature detected in R14, apparently blueshifted, is indicative of warm, dense ouflows which could be related to the tentatively detected extended ionized gas, if confirmed by more sensitive observations. Assuming that the [Nii]-emitting ionized gas is also emitting [Cii] with a predictable relative intensity, we can determine the fraction of [Cii] emission that comes from ionized rather than neutral gas using the measured [Cii]/[Nii] ratio.
6 Following Oberst et al. (2006), we assume a C + /N + abundance ratio of ∼ 1.8 (from Savage & Sembach 1996) , to infer a line luminosity ratio [Cii] ionized /[Nii] 3.5, for ionized gas density in the range ∼10-1000 cm −3 . With these assumptions the measured fraction of [Cii] emission from ionized gas in AzTEC-3 lies in the range 10-25%.
6 This particular inference depends on several assumptions. The line emission needs to be optically thin in order to be additive. Also, the ratio of carbon and nitrogen gas-phase abundances are not well constrained and enter the conversion of [Nii] to [Cii] luminosity coming from ionized gas. In addition, complete and equivalent ionization state of carbon and nitrogen in the traced ionized gas is assumed (i.e., we assume that in N ++ regions carbon atoms are also in a higher ionization state, thus not contributing to the [Cii] emission). Furthermore, the inferred fraction of [Cii] emission from ionized gas represents a spatial average over possibly heterogeneous regions.
Following Faisst et al. (2016b) we can use the Spitzer IRAC [3.6 µm]-[4.5 µm] color to qualitatively constrain the strengths of some of the main optical emission lines. At the redshift of AzTEC-3 the Hα line falls into the 4.5 µm band, and therefore the Spitzer [3.6 µm]-[4.5 µm] color is related to its Hα equivalent width. From the COSMOS2015 catalog (Laigle et al. 2016) we calculate a color of 0.48 mag, close to the average for the z = 5-6 galaxy population (Faisst et al. 2016b) . However the optical counterpart of AzTEC-3 is shifted with respect to the (sub)millimeter continuum emission, indicative of strong dust obscuration (e.g., Riechers et al. 2010a, R14) ; hence it is possible that the optical emission lines may not be directly associated with the peak starburst emission, but either with a secondary component or with a less obscured part of the central galaxy.
HZ10
We have detected [Nii] in the most IR-luminous LBG of the C15 sample, HZ10 (z ∼ 5.7). This galaxy appears to be more dusty than average LBGs at its redshift based on our ALMA continuum measurements at ∼ 158 µm and ∼ 205 µm. It displays extended [Cii] emission, showing a smooth velocity gradient possibly suggestive of coherent rotation and is characterized by a L [CII] /L FIR ratio of 1.5 × 10 −3 (C15). This ratio is suggestive of "normal" star-forming conditions (radiation fields and density perhaps similar to local star-forming galaxies), which is surprising for a young stellar population expected at z = 5-6. The measured [Nii] luminosity of (2.
−4 , when using our median estimate for the FIR luminosity, placing it in the regime of local star-forming galaxies (Farrah et al. 2013; Kamenetzky et al. 2016; Rosenberg et al. 2015; Diaz-Santos et al. 2013; Zhao et al. 2016) .
In contrast to AzTEC-3, the extended gas reservoir in HZ10 suggests a lower density star-forming environment (Σ SFR ∼ 1/50× in AzTEC-3, based on a comparison of continuum sizes and SFRs). This lower Σ SFR is qualitatively consistent with the lower [Cii]/[Nii] ratio observed in HZ10, but it appears not to cause as large an effect as we might expect from our Cloudy models, which is consistent with the interpretation that a significant fraction of the [Nii] emission in AzTEC-3 is probably dominantly emitted by a more diffuse medium than the actively starbursting gas. The global [Cii]/[Nii] ratio of ∼ 20 measured for HZ10 is comparable to local galaxies with high SFRs (Zhao et al. 2016) , indicating a significant contribution of ionized gas to the [Cii] emission. In fact, under the same assumptions as for AzTEC-3, we find a fraction of [Cii] emission from ionized gas in HZ10 in the range 10-25%, which is similar to what is found in "normal" local star-forming galaxies. This, together with our result for LBG-1, would support the interpretation that the ISM in HZ10 is more mature than in "normal" LBGs at z = 5-6. Further evidence in favor of this interpretation comes from the stellar mass of HZ10 (∼ 2 × 10 10 M ; C15) being higher than in most of the C15 sample, suggesting that HZ10 may have synthesized more metals already, consistent with the finding of a more mature ISM. Furthermore, the ionized fraction could be enhanced in parts of the galaxy; the tentative local line ratios determined with our [Nii]-based "red" and "map peak" methods (see Section 3.2 and Fig. 2 ) suggest a [Cii]/[Nii] ratio as low as ∼ 10, perhaps caused by an ionization-dominated region of the galaxy. Such regions are consistent with what is seen in the models of Vallini et al. (2013) . The tentative evidence for heterogeneity of the ionization state in the star-forming gas reservoir of HZ10 is suggestive of regions of different density (clumpiness), a recent massive starburst event, or a recent/active merger.
At the redshift of HZ10, the Hα line falls into the 4.5 µm band, and the [Oiii] and Hβ lines fall into the 3.6 µm band, allowing us to use the relative equivalent widths of the two sets of lines as a diagnostic tool (Faisst et al. 2016b) ; the [3.6 µm]-[4.5 µm] color in this case is a measure of the strength of the [Oiii] emission line relative to the hydrogen lines. In HZ10, we measure a [3.6 µm]-[4.5 µm] color of 0.41 mag, which falls towards the "red" end of the distribution for comparable galaxies, implying that [Oiii] is not as bright as observed in normal galaxies at the same redshift. This lower than average [Oiii] strength is consistent with our inference of a more mature galaxy, which is less dominated by high ionization state gas than LBG-1. Fig. 4 shows an optical (rest-UV) spectrum of HZ10, taken with Keck/DEIMOS as part of the COSMOS DEIMOS spectroscopic survey (PI: Capak). This spectrum shows Lyα emission and some of the main UV absorption lines commonly observed in LBGs (Shapley et al. 2003) ; we identify Si ii, O i/Si ii, C ii, N v and Si iv. Assuming that the FIR [Cii] emission traces the systemic velocity for the whole galaxy, several low-ionization ISM lines (Si ii, O i/Si ii and Lyα) are slightly blue-shifted by (110 ± 180) km s −1 relative to the systemic velocity, likely due to outflowing stellar winds, as commonly observed in z ∼ 3 LBGs (Shapley et al. 2003) . Interestingly, the C ii absorption (usually originating from the neutral ISM) and the high-ionization Si iv lines (mostly originating from Hii regions and stellar winds) are significantly redshifted with respect to the systemic velocity by (522 ± 200) km s −1 . This redshift, consistent with what is observed for the FIR [Nii] line (255 ± 50 km s −1 ), may suggest a potential common origin for these lines, which thus may predominantly emerge from the western part of the galaxy. This observation would be consistent with the velocity gradient seen in the FIR [Cii] emission, which shows a spatial displacement from west to east between the red-and blueshifted part of the emission, indicating a higher ionization fraction in the western part of HZ10 compared to the rest of the galaxy.
LBG-1
We tentatively detect [Nii] emission from LBG-1, a relatively quiescent star-forming galaxy in the AzTEC-3 proto-cluster that can be considered "typical" of LBGs at z = 5-6 based on its UV properties (luminosity, spectral slope) and low IR luminosity (R14). LBG-1 shows a complex, three-component morphology with velocity gradients in the ALMA [Cii] data confirming the physical association of the HST sources, and suggesting either a merger or an extended clumpy star-forming gas reservoir. LBG-1 shows an extremely faint FIR continuum compared to its [Cii] 
−2 ), pointing towards low dust content and perhaps low gas-metallicity conditions that are suggestive of a young starburst, possibly triggered by the merging/accreting event responsible for the complex morphology. The potential absence of an older stellar population makes this galaxy an ideal target for exploring the state of the ISM in young, forming galaxies typical in the first giga-year of cosmic time.
The measured [Nii] luminosity of (2.5 ± 1.9) × 10 7 L corresponds to a ratio of L [NII] /L FIR = (1.1
−4 , which is lower than what we find in HZ10, suggestive of different ISM properties.
In particular, the [Cii]/[Nii] ratio is very high (68 +200 −28 ) compared to local normal star-forming galaxies as well as all high redshift galaxies observed to date, indicating that only a small fraction of the bright [Cii] emission is coming from ionized gas. It is unlikely that the mechanism responsible for the high ratio of [Cii]/[Nii] is the same as in AzTEC-3 since LBG-1 has a low star-formation rate and spatially extended [Cii] emission. At least two scenarios are compatible with our observations: either the ISM is dominated by neutral PDR gas, or most of the ionized gas could be in a high ionization state (compared to Galactic Hii regions) with a larger abundance of N ++ than N + . A low dust-to-gas ratio could imply very extended PDRs, where the transition to molecular hydrogen is due to self-shielding instead of dust opacity. This interpretation is consistent with a large neutral-to-ionized gas fraction by increasing the proportion of the atomic regions emitting in [Cii] .
As suggested by z ∼ 2-3 studies (e.g., Kewley et al. 2013) we assume a large ionization parameter to be characteristic of normal star-forming galaxies, especially at this higher redshift. The trend to harder radiation fields and low dust content could cause the ISM properties to differ dramatically in this extremely young star-forming galaxy, which suggests that we may have to turn to local dwarfs in the search for local analogs. In the case of dwarf galaxies, Cormier et al. (2015) also find extremely elevated values for the [Cii]/[Nii] ratio, although this is deduced indirectly as they only measured [Nii] 122 µm, which has a higher critical density. They also find evidence for strong [Oiii] emission, which is indicative of higher ionization in the majority of the ionized gas; they associate the high ionization with the deficit in [Nii] emission. De Looze et al. (2014) and Cormier et al. (2015) also find the [Oiii] emission to be the dominant FIR line by luminosity, while local Hii regions are almost never dominated by such high-ionization gas. This explanation could be applicable to LBG-1 and would support the need to invoke a low dust content, as in dwarfs, to explain the low [Nii] luminosity.
At the present level, a third interpretation such as a lower nitrogen abundance in the gas phase remains possible. A reduced gas phase metallicity would not directly affect the [Cii]/[Nii] ratio through the ion abundances unless it were differentially reducing nitrogen relative to carbon. Local studies (e.g., Vincenzo et al. 2016 ) have shown a non-linear dependence of the nitrogen abundance relative to oxygen and perhaps carbon, and low metallicity gas could be expected to show reduced nitrogen abundance if it behaves as a secondary element. On the other hand, no conclusive evidence has been found so far at high redshift, with results indicating a potentially higher nitrogen abundance than expected or a N/O ratio Shapley et al. (2003) redshifted to the best fitting match to the two observed sets of lines in HZ10 and scaled to its continuum flux level. The cyan line shows the telluric transmission spectrum (arbitrarily scaled), estimated by the inverse sample variance.
that depends on stellar mass in tracing galaxy maturity (e.g., Masters et al. 2016; Steidel et al. 2014) .
Under the same assumptions as for AzTEC-3, we find a fraction of [Cii] emission from ionized gas in LBG-1 that is only about ∼ 5%. We do not expect the presence of significant [Niii]-emitting regions to affect this conclusion as the higher ionization-state gas is not expected to emit [Cii] .
We measure a Spitzer IRAC [3.6 µm]-[4.5 µm] color of 0.44 mag for LBG-1 which is consistent with a median value of the Hα equivalent width for LBGs, i.e., consistent with what is expected for a "typical" galaxy at this redshift (Faisst et al. 2016b ). The [Oiii]/Hβ lines are not redshifted into the 3.6 µm window for LBG-1.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have detected [Nii] 205 µm emission towards the highest redshift sample of galaxies to date. Our sample spans almost two orders of magnitude in star formation rate and includes the compact starbursting SMG AzTEC-3 (z = 5.3; SFR ∼ 1100 M yr −1 ; R14). From the combined R14 & C15 sample of [Cii]-detected LBGs we also selected the relatively dusty, above average SFR galaxy, HZ10 (z = 5.7; SFR ∼ 170 M yr −1 ), which lies at the upper limit, although within the scatter of the z = 5-6 star-forming Main Sequence, and a typical lower-SFR galaxy, LBG-1 (SFR ∼ 10 − 30 M yr −1 ), which we consider representative of the "normal" population of star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 5.3 because it appears to lie on the Main Sequence.
Our observations of the [Cii]/[Nii] luminosity ratio are summarized in Fig. 5 , and are shown together with all other high-redshift measurements to date, as well as some local galaxy samples. We have re-measured the [Nii] line luminosity in the BR1202-0725 system members (a QSO, an SMG and two LAEs at z = 4.7) based on higher sensitivity archival ALMA data (project ID: 2013.1.00745.S) to update the ratios presented in Decarli et al. (2014) . The [Nii] line is detected with high significance for the QSO, SMG, and LAE-2, but is not detected in LAE-1. [Cii]/[Nii] line luminosity ratios observed in high redshift galaxies to date as a function of their FIR luminosity De Breuck et al. 2014; Bethermin et al. 2016; Rawle et al. 2014; Combes et al. 2012; Riechers et al. 2013; R14; C15) . For comparison we also show a sample of ULIRGs from Farrah et al. (2013) Zhao et al. (2016) and [Cii] from Diaz-Santos et al. (2013) . The range of ratios in dwarfs (Cormier et al. 2015 ) (using the [Nii] 122 µm line) is shown as a cyan band. The [Nii] 122 µm line measured in the indicated local samples was converted to a [Nii] 205 µm luminosity assuming a ratio of 1/2.5, estimated from Herrera-Camus et al. (2016) . The abscissa in the local samples are defined as total IR luminosity; no attempt was made to convert to a common FIR luminosity scale because it does not affect our interpretation.
The non-detection of [Nii] emission in LAE-1 may not be strongly constraining if it is similar to LBG-1, with the caveat that it is likely to be affected by tidal forces from the SMG-QSO merger and the intense QSO radiation. Furthermore, the [Nii] line in LAE-2 is very broad (∼ 1000 km s −1 ), suggesting that the [Cii] line measured in is truncated due to the band edge, and thus may only cover ∼30% of the full line emission.
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The very broad [Nii] line in LAE-2 is compatible with the Lyα FWHM of 1225 ± 257 km s −1 in Williams et al. (2014) , which may imply that the ISM in this galaxy is strongly affected by quasar winds.
Recent work (e.g., Kewley et al. 2013; Steidel et al. 2016) suggests that stellar metallicity in early galaxies might be very low compared to gas-phase metallicity (which is dominated by oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon abundances). This is due to the expected enrichment time for iron of the order of 1 Gyr; the iron abundance is responsible for the biggest contribution to stellar opacity and is not enriched in the ISM by core-collapse supernovae and is therefore expected to be low in galaxies at this epoch, hence greatly affecting massive star structure and UV radiative output. Since we expect the gas properties of the ISM under investigation to depend on the hardness and intensity of the stellar radiation field, these properties may not be directly comparable to local galaxies. It is also expected that the high gas fractions typical for galaxies at these epochs might strongly modify the gas phase structure (e.g., Vallini et al. 2013) . Figure 5 shows that there seems to be a relatively narrow range (0.5 dex) for [Cii]/[Nii] ratios in SMGs and quasar-hosts at high-redshift. Their range is similar to, although perhaps slightly higher than, the ratios measured in local LIRGs and ULIRGs. This does not fit our expectations based on local trends with density and star formation rate surface density (e.g., Lu et al. 2015) ; these trends would suggest a significantly higher ratio than we observe. We therefore suggest that the global measurements at high-redshift may not be observing the [Nii] emission coming from the equivalent regions in local starbursts, where the Hii regions at the site of recent star-formation dominate, but a more diffuse ISM component which might not be as prevalent in less gas-rich local analogs. If this were to be correct, it is possible that the ionized gas in the nuclear regions, all of which is surrounding the recently formed massive stars may be in a state of higher ionization. In this case both nitrogen and oxygen may predominantly be in their doubly ionized state as perhaps observed in LBG-1.
It is likely that in order to unravel the physical origin of the line ratio under consideration, spatially resolved line studies are needed; spatial global averages might give a very biased view of the physical gas conditions if the neutral and the ionized gas are not cospatial. HZ10 is the first high redshift galaxy where this type of study seems possible. In fact, we find tentative evidence for the [Nii] emission originating from only part of the [Cii]-emitting region, which is reminiscent of clumpy star-forming gas disks observed in other tracers of ionized gas like Hα (e.g., Genzel et al. 2011; Wisnioski et al. 2015) . Since rest-frame optical wavelength tracers like Hα are presently not accessible in the first giga-year of cosmic time, FIR fine-structure lines like [Nii] may become the tracer of choice for this kind of resolved clump/disk dynamic studies in the earliest galaxies. Due to the lower density and dust content relative to a compact starburst like AzTEC-3, regions of different ionization might be more easily accessible in less extreme z > 5 galaxies, like HZ10. Future studies are necessary to determine if the regions with lower [Nii] emission are dominated by neutral gas, perhaps at higher density than the [Nii]-emitting fraction (as potentially observed in AzTEC-3), or whether [Niii] dominates the nitrogen emission in these regions, suggesting LBG-1-like conditions.
A different effect may become dominant for "normal" galaxies at z = 5-6, like LBG-1, where the low dust content of the ISM and the very young stellar population perhaps start affecting the phase structure of the lowmetallicity gas. In fact, our data constrain the [Cii]/[Nii] ratio to be larger than ∼ 40 and probably in the 60-100 range, indicative of a minor contribution from ionized gas to [Cii] compared to that in local normal star-forming galaxies, for which the measured ratio is typically 10-25 (Zhao et al. 2016; Diaz-Santos et al. 2013) . Understanding the [Cii] emission line in such galaxies appears crucial as the low FIR and CO emissions (R14, C15) suggest that [Cii] might be an essential neutral gas coolant in low dust environments at z > 5, which is necessary to achieve dense gas formation and hence star-formation. Our measurement is compatible with the recent findings of high ratios in local dwarfs (Cormier et al. 2015) , strengthening the case that these might be appropriate analogs for the ISM in early galaxies, in some respects. Cormier et al. (2015) find [Oiii] to be the brightest FIR line in these galaxies, suggesting abundant ionized gas in a higher ionization state than what is traced by [Nii] . Measuring either [Oiii] or [Niii] will be necessary to determine the relative importance of the ionized ISM component in normal z = 5-6 galaxies, and it could become an important tool due to its brightness, possibly comparable to [Cii] or brighter (Inoue et al. 2016 ). The extremely low [Nii] value measured in LBG-1 holds further evidence in favor of hard and intense radiation in early star-forming galaxies, with possibly much higher escape fraction of hard ionizing photons (dominating the ISM throughout the galaxy) due to low dust abundances, and therefore could potentially help to shed light on the mechanisms of cosmic re-ionization. 2011 .0.00064.S, 2012 .1.00523.S, 2011 .0.00006.SV and 2013 .S. ALMA is a partnership of ESO (representing its member states), NSF (USA) and NINS (Japan), together with NRC (Canada), NSC and ASIAA (Taiwan), and KASI (Republic of Korea), in cooperation with the Republic of Chile. The Joint ALMA Observatory is operated by ESO, AUI/NRAO and NAOJ
